The Gift: Marriage: The Gold Standard

What is it about The GIFT that makes it worth having and keeping handy for repeated
reference? What is it about this book that causes people to refuse to lend it out for fear that
they might not get it back? And what is it that inspires people to treat it like an heirloom â€“
not wanting their children to grow up without knowledge of its contents? It has to be about
what the book offers between its covers. Very true â€“ so letâ€™s take a brief look at
whatâ€™s in store for those who are interested in making a sound investment towards
something which many individuals out of Christ might consider to be a fantasy, but would like
to have their copy anyway (and hold on to it) because they too can benefit tremendously from
it. The Gift is based on a practical concept that ultimately becomes a cherished relationship
lifestyle; a concept that is so pregnant with marriage-preservation content that those who
become impregnated with this concept will make marriage attractive even to many of those
who are turned off by it. At the core of this concept is its ultimate destination â€“ the
motivation that gives it life and sustained consistency. In its Ultimate Destination the title of
the book becomes relevant and becomes the life-blood of the mutual commitment to adhere to
the Gold Standard of caring for each other. Then there is GIFT-care: Two hundred and
seventy-four recommendations for caring for your marriage (or the one that you will someday
have). In this marriage-enrichment book, the Royal status of the born-again individual is
brought into focus and its place in marriage enrichment is laid out. This chapter shows
disrespect the door. In dealing with the fact of ones royal status in Christ, this author takes the
reader to the core of the fascinating world of authentic Christian Identity and shows how it can
and is supposed to impact marriage in the most positive ways. Then there are the
responsibilities of Royalty: Here too we are treated to a plethora of potentially
life-transforming facts â€“ a transformation that elevates self-concept to new highs and
changes the fulfillment zip code of the marriage itself. In this book, the author also deals with
the practicality of Royalty. Have you ever wondered how your marriage would be affected if
you were to see both yourself and your spouse through the eyes of God? This author takes you
there â€“ Dont miss it. If you and your spouse are both born-again of the Holy Spirit, do you
know that to treat each other any less than as Royalty is highly offensive to God? You owe it
to yourself, your marriage and your spouse to get this book and see why this is so. Watch your
home prosper as you make good use of this information.
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The Gift. Marriage: The GOLD Standard By Dr. Trevor M. Chase What is it about The GIFT
that makes it worth having and keeping handy for repeated. These gifts vary in different
countries, but some years 40th Ruby, 45th Sapphire, 50th Gold, 60th Diamond, and 70th.
The idea of giving a gift to mark a wedding anniversary has been traced by As the century
progressed, media mentions of silver and gold weddings By , The Standard Home Reference
Library provided a longer list of. If not, we hope this gift allows you to find an easy transition
in putting this essential tool in practice. We want to thank you for taking the time to invest in
your .
Even today, when less than half of adults are married, as Justice Kennedy noted, marriage
remains the gold standard for â€œlove, fidelity, devotion. Pick the perfect wedding gift - every
time. Whichever wedding gift you decide on, add a customized touch to it to make their
special day even .. Gold Embossed Charging Dock .. Free Shipping offers, if any, are valid for
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standard delivery. However, there are also laws that apply to inheritances or gifts received
during marriage and other assets gained by the parties prior to. Need anniversary gift ideas?
From the 1st anniversary to the 60th, use this list of modern and traditional wedding
anniversary gifts as your guide. Copper Â· 50th Anniversary: Gold Â· 51st Anniversary:
Photos or Cameras. Yet another research study published last week showed marriage was
superior to cohabitation for providing family stability across the.
to make the most of tax exemption on wedding gifts on Business Standard. Cash crunch hits
gold demand during peak wedding season. Wondering what anniversary gift you should get
this year? Learn about the origin 14, Animal/Animal Items, Gold Jewelry. 15, Crystals The
first year of marriage is still considered to be a clean slate and a new beginning. When you go
to as many weddings as Stephanie Wong does, you need to come up with some guidelines for
gift-giving. During the past two.
To review, here are the traditional wedding anniversary gifts: Make extra room for guests with
Moroccan leather poufsâ€”in gold, obviously.
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